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A Welcome Back Message from Captain, John and Lady Captain, Edel
It is now the final count-down to the 18th May 2020 with the opening of our Course under Phase 1 of the Government’s Roadmap on the re-opening of the
economy and society.
As Captain and Lady Captain we are both delighted with this news following weeks of no golf on our fabulous course which, at times, proved challenging
particularly during the fantastic spell of sunshine. Social golf will be played until Phase 2, which is currently scheduled for 8th June and further restrictions are
planned to be lifted in the later Phases.
To facilitate the opening of courses, the GUI/ILGU issued each Club with protocols on the safe return to golf which we formally accepted. Club Secretary, Valerie
Booker, emailed a summary of the protocols to members on 12th May, and we urge you to familarise yourselves with them.

It is vital that these protocols are adhered to and essential that members book on the BRS system prior to playing - to facilitate contract tracing, if necessary.
Our two courses are open from 18th May with the Bomore access through the main car park. However, the practice areas and driving range will remain closed but
members can take a few putts on the practice green before play (without holes).

Protocols to be observed – not a complete listing
Book

•
•
•

Members Only
BRS Booking in Advance
3 Balls with 14 minute intervals

•
•

Under 18’s to play with an adult (over 18)
No Junior booking on Bomore between 11AM – 1PM

Park

•
•

Arrive 15 minutes before tee time
Observe social distancing

•
•

Change shoes at car (Clubhouse closed)
Bring hand sanitizers

Play

•
•
•

Social Golf
Bunkers in play – preferred lies – smooth sand with foot
No rakes – no ball retrievers at drains

•
•

Do not touch flag pole - a “putt buddy” device in place –
see video
Access to on-course toilets to members

•

Return directly to car after round

•

Depart the car park promptly

Go

We thank you, members, for your understanding and patience and look forward to the further lifting of restrictions in the coming weeks. Enjoy your return to golf
and remember to observe social distancing.
John Mc Hugh
Captain

Edel Mc Dermott
Lady Captain

Members and Friends,

Captain’s Message – Returning to the Links

What fantastic news that golf is one of the first sporting activities to resume on Monday and what excitement and
anticipation for us members after seven weeks of lock-down. Welcome back to all.
The Links looks superb thanks to the hard work of Mark, Ollie, David, staff and volunteers ; the long spell of good weather
and seven weeks of rest.
This, the fourth edition of the “look back” series of articles of Breaking Points, records the history of the Links since its
origins in 1894 with articles from Padraic Keane, Tony Cunningham and Kevin Flanagan. Originally a 9 hole course,
extending to 18 holes in 1907; transformed in 1927 by Harry Colt and modified by Pat Ruddy over the past number of
years.
The Bomore Course is a unique feature of our Club and the “Bomore Dream” outlined in Oliver MacDonagh’s article
became a reality in 1994, the Club’s Centenary year, and was constructed in 1996-98.
Today, the Links is described on our website as a “world famous golf course which offers an excellent challenge. The
traditional links layout, designed by Harry Colt, utilizes the natural contours of the dune-covered landscape. The end
result is a course filled with dramatic undulations, elevated tees, and raised plateau greens”.
Emmanuel Mc Cormack’s spectacular cover photograph, captured from his drone, presents us with a “bird’s eye” view
of our 12th hole.
I am sure you will join with me, in acknowledging the excellent work carried out by member volunteers around the
Course and Clubhouse during the closure, co-ordinated by Terry Brady, Links Chairman. This is very much appreciated.
As expressed on numerous occasions, the Club has a strong community spirit which was very much in evidence during
these unprecedented times.
I wish you an enjoyable return to golf and hopefully the weather holds up for the Summer!
See you on the Links!
Please do not forget to familarise yourself with the protocols.

Regards
John Mc Hugh
Captain CSGC

GUI/ILGU Clarification of the Return to Golf Protocols
Sport Ireland has sought clarification from the Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport on a number of items
including the travel radius and sport for the cocooning population.
The Department has provided the following information:
‘People should not travel outside the 5km limit to access facilities such as golf or tennis clubs. It should also be
understood that going to facilities in advance of the 18th of May to prepare for reopening is not considered to be
within the spirit of the Roadmap.
In relation to the cocooning population, the advice, currently, is that they may leave their houses for exercise but
they should avoid contact with other people, even on a socially distanced basis. This advice does not recommend
over 70’s playing golf or tennis – however, it is not mandatory, it is advisory, so individuals can make their own
decisions. While additional detail on restrictions from May 18th may follow in due course, the present advice is that
they should not take part in sport with other people’
However, the Club will not play a role in adjudicating who resides within/outside these travel limits. A member will
make their own judgement and the Cub will not be responsible for any consequences arising from a members
decision.
Valerie Booker
Club Secretary

Using the new Putt “Buddy” Device
A new device is available on the flag stick of each green
allowing you to retrieve your golf ball without having to
touch the flag stick or having to reach into the cup hole.
Mark Millar has kindly shared a video demonstrating how to
use this device with your putter, which you can view by
clicking or tapping the image to the right.
Once your ball is in the hole, simply raise the anchor of the
device with the head of your putter and your ball will
automatically lift up and out of the hole.

The History of the Links

The Famous Five – by Padraic Keane
The links of County Sligo Golf Club, as we know it today, has evolved over its 125 years’ history as a result
of the talents of five creative individuals. The old proverb; “if you want something done, ask a busy
person” can certainly be applied to all five.
First on the list has to be James Campbell whose dream of bringing golf to the west was realised in 1894.
To say that James was a busy man is an understatement. His many roles included – involvement in the
family milling company; Director of the Sligo Steam Navigation Company, Sligo Leitrim Railway
Company and the Commercial Insurance Company; Sligo Harbour Commissioner; Sheriff of County
Sligo and Major of Sligo Militia. His sporting interests included horse racing, the Sligo Hunt and Sligo Polo
Club.
How he got involved in golf is not clear, but golf clubs were being established in most of the garrison
towns and this may have influenced his decision. From his camp on Bomore Head he recognised the
surrounding area as being ideal golfing territory. A long held belief that he tried out a few holes outside
the camp boundary may well be true, as he was able to inform the founding meeting that suitable
ground for a golf course was available.

Lt. Col. James Campbell

To get his project up and running he enlisted the help of George Combe, another very busy man, and
the second member of this famous five. He was Founding Honorary Secretary of the G.U.I. and
became Honorary Secretary of Co Down Golf Club where he re-designed a number of holes on their
course. He also invented the handicap system used by all golfers to this day.
His design talents were needed by James Campbell, so working together the first nine-hole course was
marked out on ground where Henry Middleton grazed his herd of jersey cattle. It was a challenging
course starting where the “Waiting on the Shore” statue stands today and made its way uphill to the
highest point “Barr in Airde” close to the present second green. It then turned downhill, veered into
what is now the Greenlands houses, came back towards the watch house, and finally finished at the
rear of today’s clubhouse. The Campbell / Combe course lasted for twelve years when pressure from
the members demanded an extension to eighteen holes.

George Coombe

The Famous Five – by Padraic Keane
As a result of his early visits George Combe became a great friend of County Sligo.
He presented the first trophy for competition which is still played for during Open
Week, some one hundred and four years later. He became the first honorary
member of the club and visited regularly until his death in the 1930’s
Captain Willie Campbell was given the task of creating the extra nine holes. He was
an all-round sportsman; a scratch golfer; and equally proficient at football and polo.
He studied Law at Cambridge and represented his college at both golf and football.
Willie was a step-brother of James and was given the brief of extending the course at
the least possible expense. He became the third member of this famous five. His
credentials as a golf course architect seem to have been based on his experience
playing so many golf courses over the years. He was a member of Co Sligo,
Carrickmines, Royal Dublin and the Oxford & Cambridge Golf Society.
His plan left the original nine holes intact and added nine new holes in Bomore. He
linked in the new holes from the hill at the fifth tee and played out towards the sand
dunes at the 16th green. It then continued on to the present 12th hole and returned
to a green under the hill at the fifth tee. The green and bunker guarding it are still
visible to this day. An unusual feature of Campbell’s course was the inclusion of four
par 6 holes.

Capt. W. Campbell

This course served the Club for twenty years and staged the first six West of Ireland
Championships. Improvements to the quality of the golf ball, the introduction of steel
shafted clubs and the quality of top class players competing in ‘the West’,
highlighted shortcomings in Willie Campbell’s course.
In early 1927 the club contacted Harry Colt to recommend improvements to the
course. His proposals were accepted and so he became the fourth of the famous
five. Colt’s plan transformed the course beyond recognition. The original nine-hole
course was abandoned and all but two holes of Willie Campbell’s course became
redundant.

Harry Colt

The Famous Five – by Padraic Keane
Colt’s credentials as a golf course architect were second to none. He is widely
regarded as being the leading golf course architect not only of his time, but
perhaps of all time. He designed over one hundred golf courses on his own and
the number rises to three hundred in collaboration with his various associates –
Allison, McKenzie and Morrison. Their creations can be found in many countries
across four continents.
Like Willie Campbell, Colt studied Law at Cambridge where he was a leading
golfer and captain of the team. After graduation he started his legal career at
Hastings but soon abandoned that in favour of golf course design. His first
venture at Rye Golf Club was successful. He then moved to become Honorary
Secretary at Sunningdale where he designed their second eighteen holes. From
then on he became a full time designer as requests for his services greatly
increased.
Colt’s design for County Sligo was influenced by the layout of the old course at St
Andrew’s, a theme that reoccurred in many of his links designs. It features an
anti-clockwise design with regular changes in direction.
Members had to endure considerable disruption throughout 1928 as work on the
new course proceeded. By the end of the year enough progress had been made
to start play on the new layout. In 1929 Colt sent his associate, C.H.Allison, to
design the new bunkers and advise on the completion of the 17th hole, which
was causing a problem due to the amount of earth that had to be moved. He
also re-designed the 18th green.

The original 1894 nine hole
course and the 1837 Bomore
Racecourse

The decision to engage Harry Colt to re-design the course was ambitious, but
inspired. As a result, County Sligo now sits among the most elite golf courses in the
world – Muirfield, Pine Valley, Royal Portrush, Royal Co Down, Royal Lytham are
just a few of the courses that have been moulded by the genius of Harry Colt.
“Time and tide wait for no man” and so after ninety years Colt’s masterpiece
yielded to the advance of technology. Computer aided design and the use of
space age materials in the manufacture of golf equipment signalled that a
further upgrade of the course was needed.

The 1907 eighteen-hole layout

The Famous Five – by Padraic Keane
The club approached Pat Ruddy, who agreed to undertake the task. He
was a vastly experienced golf course architect who has a special
affection for County Sligo Golf Club. Born in Ballina, he grew up in
Ballymote, where as a young lad he regularly took the train to Sligo with a
few clubs on his back and made his way to Rosses Point to play as many
holes as possible before returning home.
Pat started work as a golf journalist, contributing articles to many golf
magazines. Later he joined the Evening Herald newspaper as a staff
journalist. During his time there he championed the cause of the many
homeless golfers in the Dublin area who could not join a club. He was
instrumental in founding a club at Corballlis, where many of them could
play.
Golf course design was never far from his mind. Starting with a nine-hole
course at Castlecomer, he moved on to co-design St Margaret’s and
Druid’s Glen, which established him as a designer of the highest quality.
Ballyliffin, Donegal, Port Salon, Rossapenna and the European Club
followed. The latter is unique in that it is owned and operated by Pat.
Having purchased the land near Brittas Bay, Co Wicklow in the 1980’s he
designed and transformed the ground, over many years, into one of
Ireland’s top links courses.

1991 eighteen-hole layout

When County Sligo needed someone to work with Harry Colt’s
masterpiece they had no hesitation in commissioning Pat to undertake
the task. He thus became the final member of the famous five. His work
at County Sligo is ongoing. The changes made to date are impressive
and have been well received by members and visitors.
Whenever Harry Colt made a change to a course he would ask “is it
going to live?” If he is looking down on Pat’s changes he will have no
hesitation in stating “yes it will.”

Pat Ruddy

Image Source: Golf World Top 100

Golf in Ireland – The Sligo Links
Article from 1905 travel magazine on the 1st nine holes of the Course - Courtesy of Tony Cunningham
Though it sounds a far cry to that picturesque portion of Northern Connaught where the links of the County Sligo Golf Club lie, hugging the cliffs, by the broad
Atlantic at Rosses Point, a little old-world fishing hamlet set gem-like amidst some of the loveliest scenery in the Emerald Isle, yet the golf who braves the
distance will find himself amply rewarded, as the place is delightfully primitive – a veritable “land of afternoon”, away from the “madding crowd” of trippers,
who make (or mar) most seaside resorts. It is thus an ideal summer holiday haunt, owing to its absence of convention, for there exists no “Mrs. Grundy” to spoil
the sweetness of existence there, no crumpled rose leaf in the dweller’s lot.

From the “Greenlands” heights on every side stretch the most enchanting views, while the romantic associations which appeal to all true lovers of our
“western land of sad renown” lend an added charm. Away to the south, looking over Coney Island, rises the rugged hill of Knocknarea, crowned on its
seaward shoulder with the Cairn of Maeve, the famous Amazon Irish “High Queen” of Celtic romance and song. Northward, by Drumcliffe Bay, lies Lissadell,
so named from a “liss”, or fort, hard by, and immortalised by the Irish poet Yeats, as the place where the
“Man who dreamed of Fairy Land;
Wandered by the sands,”
While further north still
“The great waves of the Atlantic sweep,
Storming upon the ‘strand of Streedagh’”
Where three of the Spanish galleons were driven ashore and wrecked in the gale that
shattered the Armada. Inishmurray, some few miles off the coast, with its curious relics of
sun-worshippers and early Christian runs, is an interesting expedition by water. Glencar
Waterfall and sombre-shadowed lake, lying in a lovely valley, hemmed by a range of
wild grey hills, is also noteworthy. Lough Gill, too, studded, like a miniature Killarney, by
picturesque wooded isles, with the quaint holy wishing-well of Tubernaltha on the right
hand shore, must not be overlooked.
The golf course at Rosses Point is laid out on the beautiful cliff, or “Greenlands”,
overlooking Sligo Bay. It is a nine-hole one, but very sporting. Natural sand hazards
abound, while the lies are good and the greens are undulating and well kept. The turf is
excellent, the soil being of the true sandy nature, drying at once after even the
heaviest rain.

The 1st hole (Watch Tower), Bogey 4, is guarded on the left by a quarry and natural bunker, but a
good drive, followed by a full mashie, should fetch the green.
No. 2 (the Lighthouse), Bogey 4, is guarded right and left by a quarry and sand bunker, but a straight
drive between the two leaves one open to a nice approach.
No. 3 (the Cannon), Bogey 3, is only a cleek shot, but care is needed, as the green is well guarded, on
the right by bunkers, and on the left by the Battery enclosure, which is out of bounds, so that a pull
means disaster.

No. 4 (Satan), Bogey 4, is a magnificently sporting. Teeing one’s ball on “Peter’s Hill” gives a
carry of about 140-yds across “the Tugela” and a deep sand bunker, the green being well
placed on a hill.
No. 5 (the Hill), Bogey 6, is a very fine hole. A good straight drive is absolutely essential, as a
formidable sand bunker with bent, 90-yds long, must be carried to run up the hill into the open,
after which two full brassies are needed, and a lofter on to the green.
No. 6 (the Stone Wall), Bogey 4, requires a straight drive, with a stone wall to carry from the tee,
the green being well guarded by sand bunkers.
No. 7 (the Corner), Bogey 4, is pretty level for a straight shot, but danger lurks to the right from rough
ground and bent, a good second being also necessary, as the green is guarded by a bunker.
No. 8 (the Long Valley), Bogey 5, is a fine drive, though trapping awaits the unwary in the form of
bunker and bent, unless cleared by a good second, when there is a nice approach on to a beautiful
green between hills.
No. 9 (Home), Bogey 5, is also a very fine drive across a deep gully, but if at all short one drops into
rough ground, and a good second is needed as well, to carry a sand bunker and bent, after which
one has a clear run down hill for the hole.

The County Sligo Golf Club was instituted in 1894. Lieutenant-Colonel Campbell is the president. Sir J. Gore-Booth and Mr. Owen Wynne are vice-presidents,
Mr. Arthur Jackson is captain, and Mr. H. Campbell-Perry hon. Secretary and treasurer, while the council includes most of the influential names in the
neighbourhood, the club being noted for its hospitality and bon camaraderie.

Several competitions (both open and otherwise) take place during the year for challenge cups and other trophies, presented by the members. Visitors are
permitted to play over the links at 1s. per day, or 2s. 6d. per week. George Fernie holds the professional record there at 79.
Besides its golfing attractions, Rosses Point offers other sport; first-class fishing, sea and river (the latter including capital salmon fishing), hunting, polo, yachting,
boating, and bathing – while the tonic qualities of the climate are well known, as it is considered the driest and most bracing in Ireland. The tiny village,
cuddling so cosily by the water’s edge, affords excellent accommodation, both house and cottage lodgings, and hotels. A good motor-car service, to and
fro, thrice daily, connects Rosses Point with Sligo, and the railway station is fives miles distant

Where the Olds meets the New – by Kevin Flanagan
The Campbell course was built in 1907. The existing 9 hole Colt Course which
was situated on top of the hill was extended across Bowmore out to Wrynne
Point.
From the current 5th tee the first hole was to a green in the vicinity of the current
16th green. The course went down towards the 14th green and then went
across from the current 7th tee in the direction of the high point on the 8th
fairway. The current 9th, 12th and 13th are along the lay out of the 1907 course
but were later modified by Colt.
You can see some grass bunkers on 9 and in the rough on 12. The 11th hole of
the 1907 course would have been along the line of the current 14th.
My interest in the old course was sparked by coming across an old tee on the
6th fairway one day. You can see this tee is now partially covered by the third
bunker on the left as you play the current 6th. This hole, the 12th at the time was
played to a green which is still clearly visible to the left of the championship tee
on the 6th. It is surrounded by 4 grass bunkers which I assume were bunkers at
the time. It’s interesting that they were never filled in.
The 13th tee is also clearly visible on the left side of the 5th fairway as we play it
now approximately 100 yards short of the green. This hole, the 13th was played
to a green under the path coming down from the 5th tee. It is obvious when
pointed out. The golfers then had to walk up the 5th hill to play the next hole
from the area of the 5th tee up in the direction of the second green to a green
that was situated around the start on the current third fairway.
Steven Reid’s book “Get to the Point” and our centenary book are well worth a
read if you have an interest in the development of the golf courses at Rosses
Point.
Kevin F.

The Bomore Dream

The Club always had ambitious plans to develop the Bomore site. On reaching the Club’s centenary year in 1994, with over 1,000 members and increasing visitor
numbers, one of the casualties was junior golf on the Championship course. There were fewer opportunities for a growing junior membership and it was difficult to
deliver an effective junior programme.
In the early years, the Bomore site was the centre of a few other successful enterprises i.e. horse racing and many of our more senior members will remember the
1950’s/60’s when an aircraft hangar and grass runway was operated from there.
A renowned golf course designer Eddie Hackett had previously drawn
up a plan for a 9 hole development, commencing with a par 3, located
near the Championship 4th hole, but the plan never gained traction.
In 1994, with upwards of 1,000 members, the Club’s hosting of The West
of Ireland and the National Cups and Shields Finals, there was
significant pressure on the Championship Greens and junior
programme.

The Captain in the Centenary year saw an opportunity to reignite the
long standing dream of developing the Bomore and in November 1994,
a proposal was passed to develop 3 holes on Bomore which would
allow more effective management of the Championship course
especially during winter play and would allow the rest and rotation of
an 18 hole layout and provide for a programme of phased re-sodding
of the Championship greens.
A sub-Committee was established to complete the project and
Jonathan Tucker was engaged as Course Architect. He visited the
Bomore site on 18th January 1995 and this was followed up with a
concept plan or roadmap on the way forward for a 4 hole
development. As the site was subject to flooding especially during
winter months, it was determined that the effective management of
surface water was required and Bill O'Driscoll, Engineer and Club
member, who had a background in golf course drainage design and
construction, would play a key role.

The Bomore Dream
An agreement was reached to draw up plans for, not 3, but 4 holes on Bomore. However, before the construction phase, it was becoming increasingly clear
this option would only make sense in the context of a 9 hole layout and there was already a 9 hole plan by Eddie Hackett which was the Club’s long
standing “dream”.
Any major development could not proceed without the services of experienced greens staff. Council appointed George Paterson as Green Superintendent
who hailed from the North of Scotland. Not only had he a background in links management, he was a scratch golfer who would bring a golfer’s vision to the
many tasks presented on any given day. On appointment, he advised that the team needed additional support and within twelve months a deputy head
greenkeeper was recruited and given day to day responsibility for the Bomore project.
In Spring 1996, following some revisions and enhancements
to the original design by Jonathan Tucker, work
commenced on a phased basis and the construction and
shaping was carried out by our own green staff. It took two
years to complete and costs were absorbed within the
annual links budget. The big cost items included the
provision of irrigation to all 9 tees and greens and the cost
of heavy plant for ground works.
Success quickly followed. The sward species composition
of the Bomore greens exhibited a true and natural links
character, junior golf flourished, and success quickly
became a reality for the younger members. Opportunities
were now in place for more casual arrangements to play
on Bomore when booking times were closed out on the
Championship Course.
The Bomore Course has proved an enormous success both
with the young and not so young. It has been described as
a wee gem, humbling the mighty while rewarding the
patient competitor.
Oliver MacDonagh

Poem extract from Memory Harbour by John C. McTernan

